Use this Quick Reference Guide (QRG) to Update Your Email Address in the CITI Program

The Division of Research and Economic Development is in the process of implementing Single Sign On (SSO) for unified login into the CITI program using university credentials and the integration of the CITI Program Certifications with the InfoEd System.

It is important that all CITI accounts affiliated with the University of Rhode Island use an @URI.EDU email address issued by the University, rather than personal email addresses like @gmail.com, @yahoo.com and similar. The URI address should be set as their preferred email address in your profile.

Below are instructions on how to ensure and change your email address to your official URI email address (@URI.EDU only, @my.uri.edu or personal email addresses are not acceptable). Please follow the instructions below after you login into your CITI Program Account.
Put your university email into both fields and click the "Update" button.